Craft of the Cocktail

First impressions are everything...
The first reaction to a drink is always visual. Before the very first sip, an expectation has been cast
that will determine anticipated satisfaction. The perfect cocktail glass helps set the stage for the
bartender to serve their signature cocktail for that perfect guest experience. That glass has become
their secret weapon where form follows function; and our designers are recreating classic styles of
barware to meet the emerging needs of mixologists and bartenders. A broad selection of vintage,
modern, and artisan styled cocktail glasses are now available to complete the ideal classic bar. Look
no further for the perfectly styled cocktail glass.

4790005T
Nick & Nora Vintage
Martini Glass
5¾ oz.
H 6"
2 doz.

1600037T
Copa Gin & Tonic Glass
25½ oz.
H 8½"
2 doz.

1610031T
Nosing Glass
6½ oz.
H 4¾"
2 doz.

Nick & Nora
Vintage Martini Glass
This vintage design stemmed glass is reminiscent of the drinkware
from 1930’s series The Thin Man. The main character’s Nick
and Nora Charles were rarely seen without a cocktail in hand
fashioning the personality of the characters. The resurgence of
vintage cocktails created the demand by mixologists to have this
popular stemmed piece replicated. This newly designed piece
incorporates the vintage style of the 30’s. The coupe silhouette
is perfect for martinis and manhattans, the stem is well balanced,
allowing the guest to comfortably hold without influencing the
temperature of their cocktail.

The Copa
Gin & Tonic Glass
The main ingredient for the perfect Gin and Tonic is the shape of
the glass. Our designers have met the demands of mixologists
and bartenders around the world. The demand; a well-balanced
stem that allows the guest to hold their cocktail without influencing
the temperature of the drink, a robust body that buffers the
temperature of the cocktail allowing the accoutrements to
intermingle and develop and a harmonious bulbous shape that
tapers to the top releasing the aroma to optimize the senses. When
paired with the gin of choice and this vintage styled glass, your
cocktail will be impeccable.

Nosing Glass
Designed to enhance the full experience of barrel aged whiskey,
we are pleased to offer the Nosing Glass. Brilliant lead-free crystal
glass allows one to enjoy the deep rich color tones of the Whiskey.
The bulb shape base of the goblet optimizes the development of
the flavors allowing the subtle aromas to rise up through the tulip
design. The handsome shape is supported by a short stem that
allows those who imbibe to swirl the whiskey further releasing the
full flavor. Can also be used as a tasting glass for beer.
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